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A WALK
THROUGH
HISTORY
2022 AUTUMN

Russian publishing house specializing in children’s
books, primarily nonfiction. We have created and
designed more than 60 titles – books on history
and other subjects: railroads, football, theatre,
alpinism, mathematics, space travel, paleontology,
animals and plants. Founded in 2010, our publishing
house has already established a reputation for
its original historical series. All our books and
games on history provide children with an insight
into a specific historical era and give them the
opportunity to understand and participate in
the events of that time. We believe that active
participation is the key to effective learning. Our
mission is to help parents to spend quality time
with their kids enjoying our excellent books and
games.
Our books have been translated into 8 languages
and children are reading us in 8 countries: France,
Germany, Italy, China, Vietnam, Taiwan, South Korea
and Ukraine.
Our books have won the Russian Book Design and
Russian Publishers Association Awards many times.
In 2013 we got the KNIGURU Book prize, and
in 2012 our Medieval Russia Series received the
Book of the Year National Award.
OUR HISTORICAL SERIES:
THE STONE AGE,
ANCIENT CRETE,
MEDIEVAL RUSSIA,
NAPOLEONIC WARS IN RUSSIA,
PETER THE GREAT’S RUSSIA,
ANCIENT EGYPT,
ANCIENT ROME,
THE MIDDLE AGES,
RUSSIA IN 1917,
ANCIENT CHINA,
ANCIENT GREECE

ISBN 978-5-906994-66-0, 72 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

A WALK THROUGH HISTORY is an independent

MASKS
By Pavel Boev
Drawings by Alisa Yufa
This is a fresh and creative approach to
present the masks humans wear for the
last 30,000 years. The book tells about
various ways we use masks. Made from
wood, metal, wax, palm leaves and even
human hair, here you can find ritual,
stage and functional masks from all the
continents. An anthropologist tells us all
about them.
The expressive and humorous drawings
for this book were made by Alisa Yufa,
a rising star of Russian book illustration.
Sample text available in English
Rights sold: China, Germany
International Illustration and
book Design competition 2022 Award

NEW

The Book of the Year 2022 Diploma

ISBN 978-5-907471-16-0, 72 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-66-0, 72 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

WHAT KIND OF PRINCESS
ARE YOU?
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Ekaterina Zhirkova
What girl does not wish to become
a princess? Many dream of a luxurious
dress with a long train, rich jewelry,
a large retinue and, of course, that
their life becomes a pleasure – like
that of a real princess. Or is that so?
We decided to check how princesses
used to live in various countries.
How did they dress, what did they love
or hate, what did they study, whom
were they afraid of, how did they
spent their time? Now girls will be able
to choose exactly what kind of princess
they like most: one from Ancient Egypt
or Medieval Europe, Chinese or Tuareg,
or one of many others.
Sample text available in English

NEW

HISTORY OF WEAPONS:
ANTIQUITY
By Andrei Dubrovsky
Drawings by Alexey Kapninsky (Kapych)
The book describes the invention
of weapons, war tactics, strategy and
famous generals from the Stone Age
to the fall of the Roman Empire.
Weapons and war have always been
one of the forces that ruled the course
of history. The change from bronze
to iron, the introduction of the horse
and the chariot, the use of ships
or battle elephants are all major steps
in the history of weapons and in the
fate of nations. The Assyrian kingdom,
the large Hellenistic empire of Alexander the Great and Pax Romana were
built by war and perished by war.
Illustrations for this book were done
by the famous Russian animation and
book artist Alexey Kapninsky.

IISBN 978-5-906994-40-0, 132 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-907471-57-3, 56 pages,
For children up 8 yrs and up

PIRATES: THE WHOLE TRUTH
By Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Polya Plavinskaya
Is it true that all pirates were always
one-legged and one-eyed, hid treasure
chests on secret islands and swam
under the Jolly Roger? This book tells
you the whole truth about pirates, their
habits, harsh life and wanderings, so that
all myths will be dispelled.

SOON
NEW

THE STORY OF METAL
By Pyotr Voltsit
Drawings by Victoria Stebleva
Metals are all around us, but what do
we know about them? Which ones are
poisonous, which corrode easily, which
are the most expensive and the most
rare, which are needed by our body,
which have influenced history the most?
This book tells all about metals together
with an introduction to basic chemistry,
physics and metallurgy in fun facts and
easy experiments. Most enjoyable and
educational reading for the whole family.
Sample text available in English
Rights sold: China, South Korea

This is a unique story of how people
changed their view of mountains and
mountain climbing. First they saw mountains as an enemy to subjugate but with
time the very process of ascent acquired
a special meaning for the climbers. The
subdued illustrations remind us of vintage
postcards from the Alps.
Sample text available in English
Rights sold: China

ISBN 978-5-907471-56-6, 96 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-56-1, 64 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

TO THE MOUNTAINS!
The history of mountaineering
By Lada Bakal
Drawings by Tatyana Ukleiko

WILD CITIES
By Pavel Boev and Dmitry Burenko
Drawings mina.milk
Cities also have wildlife, and there
is more of it than we think. How do
wild animals and plants get along with
humans in a modern city? In this book
we visit various cities of Russia, meet the
Baltic seal, tiger, mandarin duck, gray
whale, karakurt spider and Lusitanian
slug... We learn how urban ecosystems
function, how green spaces help purify
the air and make the climate more
comfortable, swamps purify water, and
urban meadows save pollinating insects.

SOON

This is not a geology textbook, but
a fascinating story about our planet and the
people who study it. Interesting facts, lively
language, witty illustrations and experiments,
which are easily carried out in the kitchen
with a pot, a vacuum cleaner, an iron and
a bunch of watercress. Transformations of
rocks and minerals, emergence of volcanoes,
growth and disappearance of islands, the
origins of coal and oil, the history of the
Earth and even other planets. How does
dill help to learn the secrets of the earth’s
bowels? Why is the Dead Sea so salty?
Do you need to buy a lead umbrella? What
do all these questions (and many more)
have to do with geology? Read and find out!

ISBN 978-5-907471-22-1, 40 pages, 210 х 210
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-907471-59-7, ###pages
For children 10 yrs and up

SOON

GEOLOGY: MINERALS, CONTINENTS,
NOOSPHERE
By Pyotr Voltsit
Drawings by Maria Pirovskikh

MAGIC CONSTRUCTOR:
COUNTING, COLORS, SHAPE
Written and illustrated
by Sofya Bestuzheva
Welcome to the world made
of multi-colored constructor! How
interesting! You can sit on the roof
of a yellow house and look at the
yellow clouds, you can drive red cars
and launch orange balloons into the sky.
And you can also calculate everything
and find out where the circle is hiding,
and where the triangle is! This journey
will be for the youngest readers the
first acquaintance with counting from
1 to 10, colors and shapes
Sample text available in English

ISBN 978-5-907471-58-0, 56 pages
For children up 6 yrs and up

NEW
THE BOOK OF SKIES
Written and illustrated
by Mariya Pavlikova
The history of skis, from the first to
contemporary modern models that can
reach an incredible speed! Readers will
learn how cross-country skiing differs from
jumping, whether it is possible to ski where
there is no snow at all, what snowboarding
has to do with it and who Nansen was.
In addition, the book is full of various
activities: you will build a ski track from
plasticine, find all the hidden skiers on the
pages, make skis for the Lego-man!

SOON

The Laws of Physics
in everyday life

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS
IN EVERYDAY LIFE
By Yuri Virovets
Drawings by Liza Kazinskaya

ISBN 978-5-907471-54-2, 96 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

This history of mathematics from
prehistoric times till the 21st century
tells about mathematicians and
discoveries of each period, solutions
to mathematical problems that led to
unexpected discoveries in other fields
of knowledge and the changing anguage
of science. The authors concentrate
not only on personalities and facts,
but on the history of ideas and their
progress, including the circumference
of a circle, the π, the law π, of gravity,
the theory of relativity, Euclid’s axioms
and multidimensional Riemann spaces.

Yuri Virovets

Drawing by
Liza Kazinskaya

ISBN 978-5-905474-81-1, 160 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

MATHEMATICS: HISTORY OF IDEAS
By Maria Astrina and Iosif Ribakov
Drawings by Natalia Yaskina

This book is not a physics textbook.
There are no calculations, no formulas.
It gives a simple and understandable
explanation of physical laws and
examples of how these laws work
in the daily life of each of us.

SOON

Sample text available in English
Rights sold: China, Vietnam, Germany

МИНУС ДВА КИЛОГРАММА В ЛИФТЕ
И НЕВЕСОМОСТЬ НА ДИВАНЕ

Как же так, ведь все мы знаем, что весы –
это точный инструмент. Его используют,
скажем, чтобы взвешивать продукты и определять их стоимость. А тут вдруг получается, что их так легко обмануть? На самом
деле никакого противоречия нет. Весы измеряют вес предмета, то есть силу, с которой он давит на поверхность. А сила,
как установил Исаак Ньютон, это масса предмета, умноженная на его ускорение. Раз ускорение можно менять, как это
происходит в лифте, то и сила давления, то есть вес может и увеличиваться,
и уменьшаться, и даже исчезать совсем,
и тогда предмет попадает в состояние невесомости.

Трудно найти человека, который ни разу
не ездил бы на лифте. Но вряд ли хоть кому-то приходило в голову поставить в лифт
напольные весы, встать на них, и только потом нажать кнопку. А между тем это
очень простой и очень важный эксперимент!
Великий физик Альберт Эйнштейн проводил
его мысленно (и сформулировал теорию относительности!), а ты можешь по-настоящему.

ЗАКОН ВСЕМИРНОГО ТЯГОТЕНИЯ:
КАК ПЛЕВАТЬСЯ ДАЛЬШЕ ВСЕХ

Ни для кого не секрет, что если взять
чашку и отпустить её, то она упадёт
и скорее всего разобьётся. Удивительно,
но Луна ведёт себя точно так же, как чашка – она постоянно падает на Землю (правда, постоянно промахивается и пролетает
мимо). Почему так происходит, догадался
английский физик Исаак Ньютон.

Взаимодействие предметов Ньютон свёл к одному
закону: все тела притягивают друг друга с силой, прямо пропорциональной массам тел и обратно пропорциональной квадрату расстояния.

Исаак Ньютон (16421727) – английский
физик, считается
одним из величайших
учёных в человеческой истории. Его
вклад в математику
и физику поражает
воображение. Кроме
того, он писал богословские труды,
пытался на основе Библии вычислить
дату конца света
(не ранее 2060 года)
и был управляющим
английского Монетного двора. В общем —
глыба, а не человек.

Стоит лифту тронуться вверх, как человек,
стоящий на весах, заметит, что в момент
старта его вес увеличивается на 2–3 килограмма, а затем возвращается к обычному. При движении вниз всё наоборот – вес
уменьшается, а потом становится нормальным. Что же происходит?
Почти за 100 лет до Ньютона итальянский
Когда лифт
начинает(адвижение,
он меняфизик Галилео Галилей
предположил
поет скорость
от нуля
до 1 м/с. Изменение
том экспериментально
доказал),
что предскорости
(торможеметы разной массы
падают называется
на землю с ускорением
одиние –Доэто
тоже
ускорение только со знаком
наковым ускорением.
него
в течение
«минус»).
тысячелетий считалось,
чтоЭксперимент
это не так.в лифте показывает,
что
в
зависимости
от
направления
ускореИ действительно, если взять перо и каниеих,
может
увеличивать
мень, и отпустить
то камень
упадётили уменьшать вес.
быстрее. В чем же дело? Падению мешает
сопротивление8 воздуха, причём на перо оно
действует сильнее.

Иными словами: тяжёлые предметы притягиваются друг к другу сильнее, чем лёгкие,
а ещё важнее, что чем ближе они находятся, тем притяжение сильней. Это закон
всемирного тяготения и он описывает одно
из фундаментальных взаимодействий в природе – гравитацию.
Благодаря гравитации гигантские облака
газа сжимаются, разогреваются и достигают
такой плотности и температуры, что внутри
начинается термоядерная реакция – так зажигаются звёзды. Когда водород – топливо
для реакции – заканчивается, то вещество
звезды под действием гравитации сжимается
до такой степени, что она может превратиться в самый таинственный объект вселенной – чёрную дыру. Гравитация не даёт
разлетаться планетным системам, таким
как наша Солнечная, и конечно, отвечает
за падение чашки на пол.
4

Мысленные эксперименты часто используются в физике,
чтобы доказать какую-то теорию. Они
должны быть достаточно убедительны,
чтобы ни у кого не
возникло сомнения,
что если провести такой эксперимент в реальности,
всё пройдёт так же.
Альберт Эйнштейн был
великим мастером
мысленных экспериментов. Свою знаменитую теорию относительности он строил
именно на них. Хотя
потом она получила
убедительные доказательства в настоящих
экспериментах.

Если проделать этот опыт, скажем,
на Луне, то перо и камень упадут одновременно, как и предсказывал Галилей.
Всё дело в том, что на Луне нет воздуха!
На youtube по словам «эксперимент Галилея
на Луне» легко найти видео, как это происходит.

Галилео Галилей
(1564-1642) - итальянский учёный, один
из основателей современной науки. Он
считал, что научные утверждения не
должны основываться
на одних лишь рассуждениях, их необходимо подтверждать
экспериментом. За
поддержку идеи, что
Земля вращается вокруг Солнца, был
осуждён Инквизицией
как еретик и чуть
было не отправился
на костёр. Галилей
не стал упираться
и формально отрёкся своих идей, но
до конца своих дней
просидел под домашним арестом.
5

Вес предмета и его
масса - это разные
велечины, хотя их
часто путают.Масса это свойство предмета самого по себе.
От массы зависит
с какой силой
на него действует
гравитация, и с какой силой он сам
притягивает другие
предметы. Вес - это
мера воздействия
предмета с опорой,
например, с чашей
весов.

Когда яблоко падает с ветки, его притягивает Земля, и сила тяжести заставляет
его всё время ускоряться. Величина этого
ускорения зависит от планеты, на которой
растёт яблоня, и называется ускорением
свободного падения. Например, на Луне оно
в 6 раз меньше, чем на Земле, и все предметы там весят меньше в 6 раз. Та же сила
тяжести действует на яблоко, даже если
оно не падает, а неподвижно лежит на весах. Только в этом случае ей противостоит сила упругости материала, из которого
сделаны весы. Когда весы и предмет неподвижны, эти две силы уравновешиваются,
и весы показывают, с какой силой на них
давит предмет. Если же весы тоже начнут
двигаться с ускорением, как это происходит в первые мгновения после старта лифта, то для того, чтобы достигнуть нового
равновесия, предмету нужно будет давить на весы сильнее (если лифт движется
вверх) или слабее (если вниз).
9

ISBN 978-5-906994-26-4, 44 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-39-4, 44 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

Today it’s hard to imagine life without an
umbrella. Although it was invented a very
long time ago, until quite recently it used
to look nothing like the umbrellas we know.
The first umbrellas were meant to protect
people from the sun. For rulers in various
parts of the world they were symbols
of power. Made of bamboo, paper or silk,
decorated with feathers or precious metals,
they were quite cumbersome, and had
to be carried by servants. The story of the
umbrella in pictures and activities.
Sample text available in English

ANIMALS AND THEIR
SUPERPOWERS
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Natalia Karpova

DAD, MOM AND ME –
A HAPPY ANIMAL FAMILY
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Natalia Karpova

International Illustration and book Design
competition 2022 Diploma

Right sold: China, Ukraine

Right sold: China, Ukraine
ISBN 978-5-906994-08-0, 40 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-907471-06-1, 48 pages
For children 5 yrs and up

THE BOOK OF UMBRELLAS
Written and illustrated
by Tatiana Panova

NEW

HOW DO ANIMALS SLEEP?
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Natalia Karpova
Rights sold: China, Italy, Taiwan
Sample text available in English

A series of illustrated books about
animals: fun facts about their strange and
funny sleeping and courting habits, and
their unique talents and superpowers.

We often use the word parasite meaning
a lazy sponger. In biology however,
organisms living at the expense of others
are called parasites. We are surrounded
by these creatures, they are everywhere,
sometimes inside us, too!
What a huge community! Plants, fungi,
insects, even fish, birds and animals!
Learn about how parasites live, why they
are needed in nature and what use they
can be to us.
Sample text available in English
Rights sold: Ukraine

ISBN 978-5-907471-52-8, 104 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

PLANTS, FUNGI, ANIMALS

IISBN 978-5-906994-40-0, 64 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

А. ВАСНЕЦОВА
ПОРАЗИТЕЛЬНЫЕ ПАРАЗИТЫ
ПЕШКОМ В ИСТОРИЮ

Alyona Vasnetsova

AMAZING PARASI TES:

AMAZING PARASITES:
plants, fungi, animals
By Alyona Vasnetsova
Drawings by Fyodor Vladimirov

50 FACTS FROM ANCIENT HISTORY
By Andrey Dubrovsky
Drawings by Sasha Shlyakhtina
50 interesting facts about the culture,
politics, religion of the main civilizations
of the ancient world! Kings and
philosophers, incredible inventions
of the past, the secrets of hieroglyphs,
archaeological discoveries – all this
awaits you under one cover.
This book opens a new pocket series
“The World in 50 Facts”.
NEW

PAMPA

A year in the life of an endangered biome
Yuri Maslov-Ostrovich • Inga Khristich

A fascinating journey in the vast steppe
leads us through continents and seasons, from Argentina to Mongolia,
encompassing also prairie and pampa.
This place is full of life in every season –
it is home to many animals and plants.
You can spend a whole year watching
life of the steppe as seasons change.
This inspiring book explores one of the
most beautiful Earth’s biomes, which
now needs our protection and care.
The large and vibrant steppe is vital for
the life of our planet.
Sample text available in English
International Illustration and book Design
competition 2022 Diploma

ISBN 978-5-906994-07-3, 44 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

PRAIRIE

ISBN 978-5-906994-66-0, 64 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

THE STEPPE, PRAIRIE, PAMPA
Yuri Maslov-Ostrovich • Inga Khristich

THE STEPPE

THE STEPPE, PRAIRIE AND PAMPA
A year in the life of an endangered
biome
By Yuri Maslov-Ostrovich
Drawings by Inga Khristich

WHAT IS THIS FLOWER?
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Anna Ritum
Walking in a park or on their way to kindergarten children often see wild flowers
that make them stop and ask: “What
is this flower?” Maybe it is quite common
and can be found in any city, but what
is its name? Morning glory or daisy, cow
wetch or colt’s foot, or maybe blue cow
wheat? Here are fun facts about every
one of these, and some more! Delicate
and exact illustrations make the flowers
easy to recognize.
Sample text available in English

Humans have always felt a bit crowded
on Earth and looked upward for inspiration and a new and different life. When
the work of many scientists, engineers
and inventors made this possible, people immediately rushed into space. Each
step was difficult and required sacrifices,
sometimes even human ones. Now
there are plans to send an astronaut
to Mars and colonize the moon, and
then ...
Perhaps the readers of this book will
be the first pilots of the first interstellar
ship from planet Earth.
Sample text available in English

ISBN 978-5-906994-94-3, 68 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-67-7, 88 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

INTO SPACE:
HOW WE REACHED THE STARS
By Andrei Zhvaleuski
Drawings by Fyodor Vladimirov

TELEPHONE: the story
By Natalia and Vasily Volkov
Drawings by Liza Kazinskaya
Today the telephone has become a familiar and necessary thing in our daily life.
But it was not always so. How did people
manage to communicate long distance
before its invention? Who invented it and
what happened next? How was the first
cable laid along the bottom of the ocean
and why were young ladies needed
at telephone exchanges? The book tells
it all: the story of the telephone up to the
cell phone.
Sample text available in English

Since ancient times, people found
fossilized bones and shells of strange
creatures. For thousands of years
they did not understand who these
remnants belonged to, and tried to
explain their findings somehow: these
bones belonged to giants and monsters,
or to antediluvian fauna. Gradually, scientists began to understand that such
remains belonged to animals, and finally
they declared: long before the appearance of people, these bizarre animals,
fishes and lizards existed on Earth,
and those fossils were their remains.
Meet pioneers of paleontology, learn
about their amazing discoveries and
bold hypotheses! Here you will find the
genius Georges Cuvier and his mastodon, the famous Charles Darwin and his
toxodon, the brave Mary Anning and
her ichthyosaur, the writer and paleontologist Ivan Efremov and his titanophon
and many others.
Sample text available in English

ISBN 978-5-906994-06-6, 64 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-80-6, 80 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

PALEONTOLOGISTS
AND THEIR PETS
By Anton Nelikhov
Drawings by Katharina Holzinger

Chosen for the Drawn Worlds – 1001
Outstanding International Books exhibition
in Moscow, 2019.

FANTASTIC ANIMALS
ALL OVER THE WORLD
By Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Polya Plavinskaya
From time immemorial people believed
there were all kinds of wondrous creatures in faraway places. They fly in the air
and swim deep in the ocean waters and
hide in the mountains. Some of them are
dangerous and some can bring you wealth
and even eternal life. Some have been
hunted for hundreds of years and are still
sought today. This book describes some
of the bizarre creatures born by humankind’s fantasy: their habits and habitats and
what science has to say about the possibility of their existence.
Here you will find unicorn and cockatice,
dragon and kitsune, the kraken and the
Nessie, tripodero and bigfoot and many
others.
Rights sold: China, Ukraine
Sample text available in English

NTER
N,

IES

The main idea here is to show winter through
various viewpoints: a biologist’s, a physicist’s,
a mathematician’s, a historian’s and
a geographer’s. It is a collection of the most
interesting and unusual facts, exciting stories,
myths and legends about winter, arranged in
alphabetical order. The book creates a special
magical atmosphere with its vivid and colorful
illustrations. All that we love in winter and
everything that strikes our imagination, from
secrets of nature and dangerous adventures
of the past, to scientific discoveries and fairy
tales – is collected here in one snowy volume.
Rights sold: China

ISBN 978-5-906994-58-5, 92 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

By Ekaterina
Stepanenko

ISBN 978-5-905474-91-0, 56 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

BOOK OF COLD, ICE AND SNOW

RE

BOOK OF COLD, ICE AND SNOW
By Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Polya Plavinskaya

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE
The Story of the theatre
By Pyotr Vorotyntsev
Drawings by Alisa Yufa
Humanity has been acting and playing
roles from time immemorial. The book
explores theatre as an elusive, floating
art and outlines the evolving dynamics
between the actors, director, costume
designer, composer and the public.
How did the relationship between
actor and spectator change with time?
This is an illustrated history of theatre
from Ancient Greece till the present.
Opera and ballet, puppet shows and
street theatre, Noh and kabuki theatre,
Shakespeare, Stanislavsky and Meyerhold.

Sample text available in English

Rights sold: China

Chosen for the Drawn Worlds – 1001
Outstanding International Books exhibition
in Moscow, 2019.

Sample text available in English

ISBN 978-5-905474-30-9, 48 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-906994-11-0, 80 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

FOOTBALL: THE GAME
THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
By Laurent Nicolet and Lev Virovets
Drawings by Natalya Averyanova
Is it true that the first football players in Russia
entertained the public between bicycle races?
Why did bachelors and married men have to
play against each other? Is it possible to cheat,
to deceive the referee and win the world
championship? What teams did the Little
Mozart, Black Spider and Black Panther play
for? Most people never ask such questions,
while the authors of this book have not only
asked them, but also found the answers.
This is an exciting history of football from
the very beginning till present day, for both
children and adults, either long-standing fans
or those trying to understand what inspires
their friends and family.
THE METRO
UNDER AND ABOVE THE GROUND
History of the Railway in Pictures
By Alexandra Litvina
Drawings by Anya Desnitskaya

Published together
with SAMOKAT Publishing House

An amazing picture book about the wheel transport
history, the steam engine invention, first locomotives
and first railways in Europe and Russia. Learn
everything about the history of bicycle design,
the first car engine, about the world’s first metro
in London and metropolitan railways worldwide.
This book encompasses everything: less known
chapters of the transportation history, scentific
discoveries, comics, games and a quiz.
Rights sold: China, France, Germany, Italy
Sample text available in English and French

Sample text available in English
and French

Chosen for the Drawn Worlds – 1001
Outstanding International Books exhibition
in Moscow, 2019.

Chosen for the Drawn Worlds – 1001
Outstanding International Books exhibition
in Moscow, 2019.

20 MYSTERIES OF RUSSIAN HISTORY
By Tamara Eidelman
Drawings by Elizaveta Kazinskaya
Key events of Russian history come here into
a new focus. What do scholars still debate?
What original versions of well-known stories
are put forward by amateur historians? How
did our vision of history change from the time
of the medieval chronographers till today?
20 most important events from Russian
history are presented in this book each from
several different points of view.
Image of the Book 2020 Award,
shortlisted for
Russian Book Of the Year 2020 award

ISBN 978-5-905474-65-1, 56 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

HISTORICAL NONFICTION
ISBN 978-5-906994-38-7 1, 64 pages
For children 9 yrs and up

HISTORICAL NONFICTION

THE ROMANOVS
By Valentina Letunova
Drawings by Vika Popova
Three centuries of Romanov reign
brought to life. See the changes the world
experienced between 1613 and 1917.
Everything you wanted to know about
Romanovs: origins, conspiracies, murders,
famous contemporaries and fun facts.
Excellent illustrations, from ceremonial
portraits to hilarious pencil sketches and
maps. A family chart will help the reader
to identify members of the Russian royalty.
Rights sold: China

HISTORICAL NONFICTION

THE HISTORY OF RUSSIA IN MAPS
By Tamara Eidelman
Drawings by Anna Ritum

ISBN 978-5-905474-93-4, 60 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-48-4, 72 pages
For children 9 yrs and up

HISTORICAL NONFICTION

From Kievan Rus’ to the Soviet Union’s
collapse: all of Russia’s history in maps. Beautiful
illustrations accompany an impressive historical
text about the peoples and religions of Russia,
invasions and battles, Russian emperors
and revolutions, two World Wars and the
Cold War.

Chosen for the Drawn Worlds – 1001
Outstanding International Books exhibition
in Moscow, 2019.

LET’S GO TO DACHA!
Stories of the summer holidays
By Evgenia Günter
Drawings by Olesya Gonserovskaya
The legendary Russian dacha – a summer home away from the city. What
does it mean to go there for summer?
A place of literary discussions, balls and
music soirees, of garden tea parties
and tennis matches, or maybe an infinite
row of garden beds with potatoes and
carrots and incessant toil? What were
the games that children played there
and what were adults doing all summer
holidays? This is the story of dacha in the
late 19th – early 21th centuries Russia
with dreamy and nostalgic illustrations
by Olesya Gonserovkaya.
Sample text available in English

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT GREECE
By Andrei Dubrovsky
Drawings by Victoria Stebleva
Isn’t it amazing that Ancient Greece
managed to influence the whole world so
powerfully! Democracy, theater, the Olympic Games, philosophy, astronomy, history
and mathematics – all of this comes from
Ancient Greece, or Hellas, as the Greeks
themselves called their country. This is why
Greece is called «the cradle of Western
civilization».
While other ancient civilizations boasted
of the size of their territory and their innumerable armies, the Greecs created their
own art, science, sports and politics, and the
whole world still uses many of their ideas
and inventions.

ISBN 978-5-906994-01-1, 88 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS
ISBN 978-5-906994-84-4, 96 pages
For children 8 yrs and up

HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT CHINA
interactive encyclopedia
By Sergey Dmitriev
Drawings by Nadya Davydova
“You have surely heard about China. Many
things around you were made there – toys,
clothes and your mobile phone. Today China
does not seem as strange and faraway
as it used to. But do we really know much
about this country?” This question opens
the book written by a renowned Sinologist,
historian Sergey Dmitriev.
The history of China, one of the most ancient
civilizations, is like a piece of multicolored
Chinese silk – weaved from many threads
and events. Now when other ancient
civilizations are long gone, their cities ruined
and their languages forgotten – the Chinese
one still exists and keeps many of its secrets.

HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS

HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT EGYPT
interactive encyclopedia

By Ekaterina Zavershneva
Drawings by Inna Bagaeva

By Maria Zaslavskaya
Drawings by Inna Bagaeva

Rights sold: China

Rights sold: China
ISBN 978-5-905474-06-4, 56 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

SBN 978-5-905474-31-6, 88 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

WE LIVE IN THE STONE AGE
interactive encyclopedia

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT CRETE
interactive encyclopedia

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT ROME
interactive encyclopedia

By Ekaterina Zavershneva and Evgenia Suslova
Drawings by Inna Bagaeva

By Victor Sonkin
Drawings by Ekaterina Gavrilova

Rights sold: China

Rights sold: China

ISBN 978-5-905474-70-5, 72 pages
For children 10 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-65-1, 64 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

IISBN 978-5-906994-22-6, 88 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS
These encyclopedias tell the reader how children
and adults used to live hundreds or even
thousands of years ago. Here you will find not
only the traditional tales of wars and generals,
royal dynasties and power struggles, rise and fall
of empires but also the everyday life in its details.
What furniture was there in an ancient Egyptian’s
home? How did Cretans build their ships? What
toys did little boys and girls in Rome play with?
What was there for dinner in Ancient China?
How did people of the past live and work, what
laws protected them, how did they study and
shop, what medicine did they take and what did
they do for fun – everything is described in our
encyclopedias.

Also in this series:
WE LIVE IN RUSSIA IN THE TIME
OF NAPOLEONIC WARS

WE LIVE IN 1917
interactive encyclopedia
By Pavel Rogozny
Drawings by Ekaterina Gavrilova

WE LIVE AT THE TIME
OF PETER THE GREAT
Rights sold: China
WE LIVE IN ANCIENT NOVGOROD

ISBN 978-5-905474-71-2, 64 pages
For children 6 years old and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-35-4, 24 pages
For children 6 yrs and up

ACTIVITY BOOKS
ISBN 978-5-905474-20-0, 24 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

ACTIVITY BOOKS

ACTIVITY BOOKS
For those who want to find out more about
history without reading a lot. These books
are fun, they also help children with learning
history and developing their skills. Labyrinth
puzzles, workshops, logical tasks and games –
all come with history as the background. You
can walk the streets of a medieval town, read
the writings on the walls of Pompeii, help a
historian to unwrap a mummy and learn to
write classical Chinese poetry.
Also in this series:

THE EGYPTOLOGIST’S
WORK-BOOK

A TRAVELER’S NOTEBOOK:
THE STONE AGE

LET’S GO: MY FIRST JOURNEY
INTO SPACE

SHOOTING A FILM: THE ISLAND
OF LABYRINTH

By Alexandra Litvina and Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Nadezhda Suvorova

By Ekaterina Zavershneva
Drawings by Inna Bagaeva

By Igor Zhukov
Drawings by Ekaterina Gavrilova

THE STORY OF AN OLD ENGRAVING

Rights sold: China

Rights sold: China

LETTERS FROM THE YEAR 1812

The Ancient
China

WE LIVE IN ANCIENT CHINA
interactive encyclopedia
The history of China, one of the
most ancient civilizations, is like
a piece of multicolored Chinese
silk – weaved from many threads
and events. Now when other
ancient civilizations are long
gone, their cities ruined and their
languages forgotten – the Chinese
one still exists and keeps many of
its secrets.

ISBN 978-5-905474-49-1, 24 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

A new research project leads the art
historian Behemothov to an acquaintance
with Sima Qian, the Grand Historian of the
Imperial Court. Can they solve the riddle of
a set of ancient Chinese statues? Together with
the two scholars you can make a flying kite, learn
the year of your birth according to the traditional
Chinese calendar, study Chinese characters and
the art of writing poems like that of the renowned
poets Li Bo and Du Fu!

A GUEST FROM ANCIENT
CHINA

ISBN 978-5-906994-21-9
For children 7 yrs and up

The Ancient
China

ISBN 978-5-905474-32-3, 24 pages
For children 7 yrs and up

ARHAEOLOGIST’S FIELD LOG

7–10

ARCHEOLOGICAL WALKS IN POMPEII

A GUEST FROM ANCIENT CHINA

A MEDIEVAL MAZE

By Alexandra Litvina and Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Alina Ruban

By Alexandra Litvina and Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Tatiana Ukleiko

By Alexandra Litvina and Ekaterina Stepanenko
Drawings by Alina Ruban

Rights sold: China

Rights sold: China

Rights sold: China

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM 1917

ISBN 978-5-905474-67-5, 24 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-72-9, 24 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-66-8, 24 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

ISBN 978-5-905474-39-2, 24 pages
For children 3 yrs and up

HIDE AND SEEK

HIDDEN PICTURES:
Timka and Tinka in Ancient Egypt

HIDE-AND-SEEK PICTURE BOOKS

Drawings by Inna Bagaeva

The inquisitive little pair of mice,
named Timka and Tinka, travel through
time together with the readers. They
have visited the Stone Age, ancient
Egypt and Rome and medieval Europe.
Here they come to an Egyptian school,
look at how a Roman aqueduct is built,
and even take part in a tournament.
The detailed pictures explain how
people used to live in the past, what
they were dressed like and what they
did. Each page has hidden objects to
find. When you have discovered them
all you can read about them in the
margins.

HIDDEN PICTURES:
Timka and Tinka in the Stone Age
Drawings by Olesya Gonserovskaya
TIMKA AND TINKA
IN ANCIENT ROME
Drawings by Nina Kuzmina
HIDDEN PICTURES:
Timka and Tinka in the Middle Ages
Drawings by Sofia Bestuzheva
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